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Instructions:
1.Players required 2.
2.1st player - Green Cards(Do’s) and 2nd player - red cards(Dont’s).
3.Each player tries to form a Row as shown below.

There are 2 phases in the game:
Phase 1: Placing the cards onto the board
1.The players will be getting the chance alternately to place their cards on the
dots.
2.During this phase each player tries to prevent the opponent from forming a
“Row”
3.However, if a “Row” is formed anyway, then the player who formed a “Row”
gets to remove one of the opponent’s card, of their choice, from the board.
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4.The card removed has to be not in a “Row” itself. If all of the opponent’s cards
form a “Row”, then none of the opponent’s cards can be removed.
5.If the player forms more than one “Row”, then they get to remove as many of the
opponent’s cards, as the number of “Rows” that they formed.
Phase 2: Moving the cards on the board
1.Once all of the cards have been placed onto the board, the players begin moving
their cards which are on the board alternately, one dot at a time, as if trying to
form “Rows” in the same fashion as in the first phase.
2.But now players can move their cards only to an adjacent dot, and cards cannot
jump over each other or skip dots if more than one are available in a “Row”.
3.A player is allowed to move a card out of a “Row” and then moving it back on
the next move to form the “Row” again.
4.If this happens it is considered as if they formed a new “Row” and they get to
remove one of the opponent’s cards again.
5.When one of the players has been reduced down to 3 last cards, phase 2 ends,
The game ends when one of the players is reduced to two cards, and can no
longer form “Rows”, or if a player has no legal moves to make, making their
opponent the winner in either situation.
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Do’s and Don’ts to Avoid Carona
Do’s:
1.Washing your hands frequently.
2.Maintaining social distance.
3.Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth.
4.Cough or sneeze into your elbow, not your hand..
5.Wear a mask if you are sick.
6.Seeking medical care in case of fever or cold.
7.Frequently disinfecting touched surfaces.
8.Following a healthy diet.
9.Throw used tissues into closed bins immediately after use

Don’ts:

1.Sneezing on palms.
2.Close contact with sick people without proper protection.
3.Being racist.
4.Attending social gatherings when sick.
5.Panic buying and leaving nothing for others.
6.Spitting in public.
7.Travelling during epidemics and pandemics.
8.Don’t reach for antibiotics.
9.Don’t reuse the infected mask.
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